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I. Introduction 
The Digital Age, or the Information Age, started in the          

1970s, allowing users to transfer information more freely and         
in a faster manner. The usage of digital technology became          
more common with the widespread use of computers and the          
internet. As time passes, the prices for electrical devices and          1

the internet continue to decrease, making their usage much         
more common and increasing the amount of such users         
drastically. With the advancement of technology, smartphones,       2

and the internet, the idea of transparency becomes more         
common, increasing the violation of the privacy of citizens         
significantly and setting out some governments with the        
conclusion that the world would either have privacy or security.          
However, some countries and organizations believe that both privacy and security should be             
maintained and provided hand-in-hand, as also mass surveillance is sometimes seen as an             
aspect that decreases security rather than increase it. The developments in ICT have made it               3

easier and quicker for users to access data and express opinions online with other users from                
locations all around the world. Such developments also make data collection by websites,             
companies or the government easier and could have direct negative impacts on the basic              
human rights, on many levels, making this one of the most controversial topics in the new                
technological era.  4

II. Focused Overview of the Issue 
Being one of the most controversial topics in the new era, there are two opposing               

sides to the issue. There’s the side who believes in the improvement of the acknowledgement               
of human rights through technology, and this is outlined by The United Nations High              
Commissioner for Human Rights which presents ways that the evolvement of the digital             
world has “improved enjoyment of human rights” such as increasing chances and platforms             
for the freedom of expression, freedom of speech, free debate and reaching more people in               
the country or around the world. Also, in cases of terrorism, mass surveillance on online data                
comes in to be a very beneficial and useful tool in order to protect human rights.  

However, the opposing side believes that such technological advancements can          
actually be viewed as threats to human rights, since by allowing surveillance to take place,               
information and personal data is collected which is against the right to privacy. Surveillance              
doesn’t only occur by governments on citizens, it also occurs between one government or              
another or by a firm on a customer and much more, all being victims of invasive surveillance.                

“In light of the 2013 revelations by Edward Snowden, detailing mass surveillance by US               5

National Security Agency, the right to privacy and its protection seem to be seriously              

1 Digital age. n.d. 25 June 2018. <http://www.yourdictionary.com/digital-age>. 
2 Davidson, Jacob. Here's How Many Internet Users There Are. 26 May 2015. 30 June 2018. 

<http://time.com/money/3896219/internet-users-worldwide/>. 
3 Magee, Tamlin. The UK NGOs fighting for digital rights, data and privacy. 3 February 2016. 25 June 2018. 

<https://www.techworld.com/security/uk-ngos-digital-rights-data-privacy-3634432>. 
4  Brown, Deborah. New UN resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age: crucial and timely. 22 November 2016. 20 

June 2018. 
5 Damen, Juliane, Lena Köhler and Sean Woodard. "The Human Right of Privacy in the Digital Age." Potsdam, 2017. 
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endangered and create new levels of debate. Indeed “one of the most discussed and worried               
about aspects of today’s Information Age is the subject of privacy”.”  6

 
1) Legalities regarding the right to privacy  

There are laws regarding privacy on supranational levels, regional levels and most            
importantly on international levels. The multitude of the laws and the organizations            
concerned with the right to privacy around the world prove that the privacy of individuals is                
highly valued in regards to socio political insinuations. Examples of International laws that             7

outline the right to privacy include Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights               
(UDHR) and Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Right (CCPR).              
Both present the same law which states that “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary               
interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour              
and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or                
attacks.” . This includes the right to privacy both offline and online as it’s also interlinked to                8

freedom of speech and expression as they both depend on one another. Both, privacy and               
freedom of speech and expression, are liberty rights as the right to privacy goes back to what                 
a person chooses to share and with who. They also address the fact that a citizen has                 
autonomous power to participate in society freely and has the right to express their opinion               
and work on their own development.   9

 
2) Internet Censorship By Country 

We currently live in a new era of internet censorship, as online censorship became a               
broad and global topic. An event that sparked this is the 25th of January Revolution in Egypt,                 
which was planned and organized by citizens through Facebook. The event only started with              
thousands of people until the government made a bold move and blocked internet access all               
over the country. This made people even more furious and the number of protestors increased               
to millions. There are many other countries and governments that apply strict limitations on              10

their civilians and tend to invade their privacy. For example, in North Korea, an average of                
only 4% of the citizens have access to the internet and all websites fall under government                
control. In Burma, all emails are filtered before reaching the receiver and anyone calling out               
the government for violating human rights or disagreeing with them, have their access             
blocked. Cuba has specific locations or “access points”, under government control, where            
people could access the internet as also no users can post anything unless it supports the                
government and they constantly check the users’ browser history. Another strict country is             
Saudi Arabia which blocks over 400,000 websites that violate the monarchy or Islamic             
beliefs. Syria also has a rule where anyone who is caught trying to “jeopardize national unity”                
would be arrested and anyone staying at a cybercafé should have any type of identification               
and the names are then reported to the authorities. In Tunisia, there’s a central network that                
collects information of all bloggers and so service providers send their personal information             
to the government and the government filters all uploaded content and e-mails are tracked. In               

6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . n.d. 1 July 2018. 

<https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf>. 
9 Damen, Juliane, Lena Köhler and Sean Woodard. "The Human Right of Privacy in the Digital Age." Potsdam, 2017. 
10 ROUTLEY, NICK. Map: Internet Censorship Around the World. 30 September 2017. 17 June 2018. 

<http://www.visualcapitalist.com/internet-censorship-map/>. 
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Turkmenistan, the government is the only internet service provider and it blocks access to              
email providers.   11

 
III. Involved Countries and Organizations 

1) China 
China’s government is one of the most pervasive and controlling regimes in the             

censorship of information and internet filtering. The number of Chinese Internet users            
continues to grow, while the country’s power at the same time increases in limiting content               
that might threaten what the country claims as social stability or government control. This is               
done through putting tight regulations on local media, limitations on online content providers             
and just-in-time filtering. Online content providers are organizations that distribute online           12

content and provide internet access, making data accessible for users. Just-in-time filtering            13

is the act of blocking internet access temporarily for specific people in specific regions such               
that they can’t communicate with one another and are prevented from accessing any online              
information. According to the State Council Information Office issue of the National            14

Human Rights Action Plan of China in 2009, the 7th article of part II, China plans to give                  
citizens the right to be heard by taking “effective measures to develop the press and               
publications industry and ensure that all channels are unblocked to guarantee citizens’ right to              
be heard.” On the contrary, it continued to tighten censorship and increase control over              15

public media and discussion throughout the years, showing minimal room for progress            
towards this goal. In July 2009, violent clashes broke out in Urumqi, which is one of the most                  
severe cases of civil unrest to ever occur in China as it led to the placement of many                  
embargoes on media and telecommunication networks such as blocking most social media            
sites, including Facebook and Twitter, along with cutting off internet and telephone access             
completely in the region. According to Urumqi’s top Communist party official Li Zhi, they              
“cut Internet connection in some areas of Urumqi in order to quench the riot quickly and                
prevent violence from spreading to other places.” , claiming that it was their means of              16

securing the city. 
A few months later, Google announced that it won’t be following legal requirements             

of censoring and internet filtering, imposed by the Chinese government on companies            
operating in China, anymore due to the fact that they’ve encountered several cyberattacks             
from people within China. They decided to negotiate deals with the Chinese government             
where they would either create an unfiltered search engine or shut down completely in China.              

Minister Wang Chen of China’s State Council Information Office also stated that “Properly              17

guiding Internet opinion is a major measure for protecting Internet information security”, and             
that both the government and internet media have a role in “guiding” public thoughts, as there                

11 Top 10 Internet-censored countries. 5 February 2014. 15 June 2018. 
<https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/02/05/top-ten-internet-censors/5222385/>. 

12 China. 9 August 2012. 26 June 2018. <https://opennet.net/research/profiles/china-including-hong-kong>. 
13 Darrington, Jay. "What Is an Internet Content Provider?" Small Business - Chron.com. Hearst Newspapers, 21 Nov. 2017. 
Web. 08 Aug. 2018. <https://smallbusiness.chron.com/internet-content-provider-57363.html>. 
14 What Is JUST-IN-TIME BLOCKING? What Does JUST-IN-TIME BLOCKING Mean? JUST-IN-TIME BLOCKING 
Meaning. Dir. The Audiopedia. YouTube. YouTube, 13 June 2017. Web. 08 Aug. 2018. 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7ut1O6-RH0>. 
15China. 9 August 2012. 26 June 2018. <https://opennet.net/research/profiles/china-including-hong-kong>. 
16 Watts, Jonathan. Armed Han residents take to streets of Urumqi seeking revenge. 7 July 2009. 21 June 2018. 

<https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/jul/07/china-urumqi-protests-curfew>. 
17 Google 'may pull out of China after Gmail cyber attack'. 13 January 2010. 24 June 2018. 

<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/8455712.stm>. 
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were also no signs that the Chinese government plans to discuss the issue with Google.               18

Following the Google-China conflict, the Chinese government made amendments to the 1988            
State Secrets Law, to be followed by Information Technology companies that are up and              
working in China such that they work to protect state secrets, that involve national security.               
Article 28 of the law states that ICT network operators and service providers should              
cooperate with security agencies when in need of investigation and any information revolving             
around the disclosure of state secrets should be deleted straightaway, based on the             
requirements of Chinese security agencies.   19

 
China constantly finds ways to improve its internet surveillance methods such that            

they maintain overall control on users’ accessibility. In year 2000, they introduced the             
Golden Shield Project, which is a censorship and surveillance network created and functioned             
by the Ministry of Public Security. The government’s initial plan was to link national,              
regional and local security together by gaining access to all of its people’s records in a                
singular database. The project is controversial worldwide as some states believe that it             
violates human rights while others are beginning to adopt it or create a similar one. However,                
as the internet developed drastically in China, amendments to the project have been made.              
The Golden Shield Project now operates on individual surveillance and content-filtering,           
changing its name to The Great Firewall of China.  20

 
2) Iran 

Iran has one of the most extensive internet filtering and censoring system in the world               
which they continue to expand on. Not only that, but the government also implements a               
strong cyber surveillance system on its citizens. In 2009, most political websites were             
blocked, during the time of presidential elections, which led to bringing more attention to              
press controls. In addition, freedom of expression and freedom of speech is heavily regulated              
in Iran as restrictions are applied when it comes to topics such as religion, social harmony                
and politics. As the government maintains control over the newspaper, radio and television,             
the internet provided people with a medium to express their thoughts and opinions which led               
to stricter government inspection. Citizens that speak out against the government, oppose            
their regime or human rights activists are subject to imprisonment and torture. If citizens are               21

willing to blog, they should get approval from the Ministry of Art and Culture first because                
otherwise they’re most likely going to be harassed or jailed.   22

 
In the beginning of 2018, a series of protests were taking place in Iran which led to                 

the government shutting down social media and blocking internet access. In a report by the               
Center of Human Rights in Iran, they discuss how Iran has a unique ability to block the                 
internet completely and discusses the technology they use in order to do that. However,              
online applications such as Toosheh and Torjani, which are sources that help downloading             

18 Buckley, Chris and Lucy Hornby. China defends censorship after Google threat. 14 January 2010. 17 June 2018. 
<https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-usa-google/china-backs-censorship-after-google-threat-idUSTRE60C1T
R20100114>. 

19 中华人民共和国保守国家秘密法. 29 April 2010. 23 June 2018. 
<http://www.npc.gov.cn/npc/xinwen/2010-04/29/content_1571588.htm>. 

20 pingp. The Great Firewall of China: Background. 1 June 2011. 18 June 2018. 
<https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-11/FreedomOfInformationChina/the-great-firewall-of
-china-background/index.html>. 

21 Iran. 16 June 2009. 26 June 2018. <https://opennet.net/research/profiles/iran>. 
22 Top 10 Internet-censored countries. 5 February 2014. 15 June 2018. 

<https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/02/05/top-ten-internet-censors/5222385/>. 
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resources through satellites, tend to help out people by allowing them to still have access               
online beyond the controls applied. The limitations in the freedom of speech in media              23

originates from a law in their constitution regarding mass-communication media which states            
that “the media should be used as a forum for healthy encounter of different ideas, but they                 
must strictly refrain from diffusion and propagation of destructive and anti-Islamic practices.”           

 24

 To decrease its reliance on Western technology, Iran develops their own tools to             
conduct internet filtering and surveillance. Before that, they used a product from Secure             
Computing, a firm in United States called SmartFilter. However, Secure Computing denied            
ever working with Iran or being involved with the Iranian government, which was             
challenging for both parties. For the firm, they were breaking the United States’ laws which               
are supposed to prevent trade with Iran as they were a contributing factor to the suppression                
of speech. On the other hand, for the government of Iran, relying on Western technology is                25

considered a weakness and “a potential vulnerability to the integrity of Iranian internet” as              
there was also a chance that the outsiders would have access. “With the emergence of this                26

domestic technical capacity, Iran joins China as the only countries that aggressively filter the              
Internet using their own technology.”  27

In December 2016, the president, Hassan Rouhani, created a “Charter on Citizen’s            
Rights” which is subdivided into 22 main rights. IX is the right to privacy and it has 7 articles                   
that discuss several factors such as the fact that citizens have the right to have their privacy                 
respected, stopping the collection of information of citizens, prevention of sharing private            
information without consent and the protection of personal data. Nevertheless, as of today,             
the document remains unbinding and so no improvement have been made regarding the issue.             
 28

 
Figure 2- Showing Iran's country profile regarding internet usage, limitations, violation of rights and more  

29

3) Privacy International  
Privacy International is a non-governmental organization that is funded by charitable           

trusts and grants. It was founded in 1990, at a time where the internet was relatively new. The                  
campaign’s director Harmit Kambo stated that they knew since then that as the internet              
develops and becomes more widespread, it would cause a threat to personal privacy. The              
organization tends to observe government’s actions along with researching and investigating           

23 Government control of the Internet increases in Iran. 10 January 2018. 29 June 2018. 
<https://dig.watch/updates/government-control-internet-increases-iran>. 

24 Iran - Constitution. 29 May 2010. 17 June 2018. <http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/ir00000_.html> 
25 Internet Filtering in Iran in 2004-2005: A Country Study. n.d. 22 June 2018. <https://opennet.net/studies/iran2005>. 
26 Iran. 16 June 2009. 26 June 2018. <https://opennet.net/research/profiles/iran>. 
27 Ibid.  
28 Rouhani, Hassan. Charter on Citizens' Rights. December 2016. Document. 17 June 2018. 

<http://epub.citizensrights.ir/CitizensRightsEN.pdf>. 
29 "Iran Country Profile." 2017. 
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how surveillance technology is distributed or sold, and it works with 16 partners on an               
international level and it works with the European Union and the United Nations. Kambo              
claims that before the creation of Privacy International, personal privacy was an            
under-recognized human right but the organization was able to give it much more attention              
and so people began to recognize it.  

Through researching and investigation, they found out that social media sources such            
as Facebook tend to manipulate their user’s emotions by altering their newsfeed through             
selecting and placing the news that people would see, in a specific order, influencing their               
thoughts and behavior without their consent. This is also evident in online stores such as               
Amazon which tend to direct individuals by predicting their behavior through providing them             
with a variety of choices that other people who view the product of their choice, would view.                 
As they also use the data aggregated about the individual such as their postcode to figure out                 
their socio-economic status for example and then provide them with examples of things that              
they would buy or a book that would interest them. The stated factors show how the                
information people upload on websites or their location could allow social media platforms to              
gain control over the people’s behaviors and use them to their advantage by manipulation. A               
conclusion that Privacy International has reached is that people actually do care about their              
privacy on the internet but they believe that privacy invasion on the internet is unavoidable,               
so Privacy International works to change that perception and make people believe that they              
can actually do something about it and set limitations. However, a challenge they face is the                
fact that can’t figure out a way to compromise between both privacy and security.  30

 
IV. Key Vocabulary 
Digital Privacy: protection of the private information of citizens displayed on the internet or 

digital media in general.  31

Privacy/ Right to privacy: defined as “The right to be free from unwarranted intrusion and to 
keep certain matters from public view” according to Oxford’s Dictionary of Law  32

Digital Age: also known as the information age and it started in the late 20th century, allowing 
users to transfer information more freely and in a faster manner. The usage of 
digital technology became more common with the widespread use of computers 
and the internet.  33

Confidentiality: keeping information private, secure and/or as a secret  34

Cyber surveillance: surveillance on citizens or people in general through electronic media and 
tracking online activity on the internet  35

Privacy Policy: a statement stating a firm or a website’s policies on viewing, using or 
releasing a client’s information as it should show which information is kept 
confidential or shared.  36

Censorship: the act of suppressing or blocking websites that are considered inappropriate, 
politically unacceptable or sources that put the security of people at risk.   37

30 Magee, Tamlin. The UK NGOs fighting for digital rights, data and privacy. 3 February 2016. 25 June 2018. 
<https://www.techworld.com/security/uk-ngos-digital-rights-data-privacy-3634432/>. 

31 What is Digital Privacy? n.d. 16 June 2018. <https://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-digital-privacy.htm>. 
32 Law, Jonathan. A Dictionary of Law. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015 
33 digital age. n.d. 25 June 2018. <http://www.yourdictionary.com/digital-age>. 
34 Confidential. n.d. 29 June 2018. <https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/confidential>. 
35 Cyber Surveillance. n.d. 19 June 2018. <https://dictionary.reverso.net/english-definition/Cyber+surveillance>. 
36 Privacy Policy. n.d. 28 June 2018. <http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/privacy-policy.html>. 
37 Censorship. n.d. 20 June 2018. <https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/censorship>. 
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Firewall: a software or hardware that acts as a securing system that prevents unauthorized 
access to or from private networks.  38

 
V. Important Events & Chronology 

Date (Day/Month/Year) Event 

10 December 1948 The adoption of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights which 
addresses the right to privacy  39

25 October 1978 
Approval of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) which 
is an act to approve electronic surveillance to gather information 
about foreign intelligence.   40

1990 Privacy International was founded. It is an organization that fights 
for the right to privacy for citizens on an international level.  41

2000 The launching of The Golden Shield Project, a Chinese project 
regarding digital surveillance and censorship.  42

18 December 2013 
The General Assembly adopted resolution 68/167 which is about the 
negative results of surveillance and its interference with human 
rights.  43

23 March 2017 Resolution of The right to privacy in the digital age adopted by the 
Human Rights Council  44

10 April 2018 The Mark Zuckerberg trial took place, for breaking privacy laws, 
invading people’s privacy and exposing their data.  45

 
VI. Past Resolutions and Treaties 

A/C.3/71/L.39/Rev.1- The right to privacy in the digital age 
Main sponsored by Brazil and Germany, this resolution was adopted without a vote. It 

stresses on the significance of maintaining international guarantees regarding the issue and 
stresses on selling users’ data without consent where measures should be taken to prevent 
such crimes. It also discusses that any concerns regarding security that states may have 
should be constantly addressed and follow the international human rights law. It also calls for 
the Human Rights Committee to create a workshop to add to a report that would be done in 
the future.  However, countries like South Africa and Canada were disappointed as they 46

believed that the resolution moved off topic of its initial purpose and wasn’t directed to a 
specific path.   47

 

38 Firewall. n.d. 28 June 2018. <https://www.techopedia.com/definition/5355/firewall>. 
39 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . n.d. 1 July 2018. 

<https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf>. 
40 FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ACT OF 1978. 8 February 2018. 28 June 2018. 
41 About Us. n.d. 26 June 2018. <https://privacyinternational.org/short-description/64/about-us>. 
42 pingp. The Great Firewall of China: Background. 1 June 2011. 18 June 2018. 

<https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-11/FreedomOfInformationChina/the-great-firewall-of
-china-background/index.html>. 

43 The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age . n.d. 16 June 2018. 
<https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/DigitalAge/Pages/DigitalAgeIndex.aspx>. 

44 Resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 23 March 2017. 7 April 2017. 17 June 2018. 
45 Teachout, Zephyr. Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook hearing was an utter sham. 11 April 2018. 29 June 2018. 

<https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/11/mark-zuckerbergs-facebook-hearing-sham>. 
46 Brown, Deborah. New UN resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age: crucial and timely. 22 November 2016. 20 

June 2018. 
47 Intense Debate, Close Voting as Gender Identity, Sexual Orientation, Digital-age Privacy Take Centre Stage in Third 

Committee . 21 November 2016. 25 June 2018. 
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A/RES/68/167- The Right to privacy in the digital Age 
This resolution was adopted by the General Assembly one year earlier. It stresses on the               
negative effects of cyber surveillance on the rights of citizens and that the rights they have                
offline should also be entertained online and so provides measures to respect their rights and               
calls upon countries to apply them.  48

 
VII. Failed Solution Attempts 

●  Information gathered can be limited due to the fact that most governments would 
prefer keeping such data to themselves to protect their nation as the information is 
confidential 

● As states had the right to protect their citizens, they failed to respect the internet 
boundaries.   49

● National measures are inadequate to protect the privacy of citizens as there’s no 
recognized regulatory framework  50

● In a meeting in Brazil, they’ve reached a conclusion that they should call for 
mechanisms to assess policies on the internet such as the privacy policy while taking 
into account the roles of different stakeholders, however this failed due to the fact that 
views of some states were disregarded.   51

 
VIII. Guiding Questions 

● To what extent is your country’s government involved in tracking/monitoring/limiting 
its citizens usage of the internet? 

● Did your country take any action regarding this issue? Are there any laws? 
● How does your country censor the internet? 
● Is the rate of digital crime in your country high?  
● Was it in support of or against the previously adopted resolutions on the right to 

privacy? 
● Are laws regarding the digital privacy of citizens in your country being implemented? 
● What percentage of your country has internet access? 
● What can citizens do to protect themselves online? 

 
IX. Possible Solutions 

● Placing and implementing laws to decrease the number of criminals  
● Preventing internet access to individuals with past history 
● Compromising between monitoring social media posts and maintaining freedom of 

speech 
● Spreading awareness to the public about the issue  
● Educate people on how to protect their data and amend their privacy settings  

48 The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age . n.d. 16 June 2018. 
<https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/DigitalAge/Pages/DigitalAgeIndex.aspx>. 

49 Adopting 68 Texts Recommended by Third Committee, General Assembly Sends Strong Message towards Ending 
Impunity, Renewing Efforts to Protect Human Rights. 18 December 2014. 20 June 2018. 
<https://www.un.org/press/en/2014/ga11604.doc.htm>. 

50 Ibid.  
51 Ibid. 
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● Encourage governments to take action and set adequate consequences for digital 
crimes  

● Taking the Universal Declaration of Human Rights into action 
● Imposing restrictions on service providers of cyber and digital tools by setting 

international laws 
● Applying global auditing on countries to test their current surveillance measures and 

take global action against those not conforming to international treaties and laws 
● Mandating global service providers to give customers all possible settings to protect 

their privacy  
 

X. Useful Links 
What We Do. n.d. 23 June 2018. <https://privacyinternational.org/what-we-do>. 
This link offers a variety of ideas that can be used as solutions as it presents the different 
projects that Privacy International does in order to fight the issue.  

52

ROUTLEY, NICK. Map: Internet Censorship Around the World. 30 September 2017. 17 June 2018. 
<http://www.visualcapitalist.com/internet-censorship-map/>. 
On this link, you’ll find a map that presents the amount and level of surveillance in countries, 
as a part of the continent. The levels vary from “no evidence of censorship of legal content” 
all the way to “no access, country with heavy censorship”, with four more levels in between 
and some countries with no available data. It also shows the topics that are censored of 
filtered in the individual countries.  53
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